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Version 1.9 -> 1.10

1. Company name displayed in this software is changed.

Version 1.8 -> 1.9

1. (Fix) Some bugs are fixed.

Version 1.7 -> 1.8

1. To support the operating system.
   Add "Windows® 10"
2. (Fix) Some bugs are fixed.

Version 1.6 -> 1.7

1. (Fix) Some bugs are fixed.

Version 1.6

1. To support the operating system.

Version 1.5-> 1.6

1. The native 64bit TWAIN dirver is supported.

Version 1.4-> 1.5

1. The installer doesn't support Traditional Chinese UI.

Version 1.3-> 1.4

1. When IDREngine conflicts with other software, bug is fixed about Automatic Image Orientation.

Version 1.2-> 1.3
1. Installer bug is fixed.

Version 1.1-> 1.2

1. Some version information of DLL files are updated.
2. (Fix) Some bugs are fixed.